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Abstract
In this master thesis, we will show some basic properties of the
Fitting ideals of nitely generated modules and how to compute these
ideals. Let E be a nitely generated R-module with the generators e =
(e1;e2;:::;eq). If c1e1+c2e2++cqeq = 0, then we call (c1;c2;:::;cq)
a relation between the generators e1;e2;:::;eq. Suppose M is a matrix
rows of which are relations between e1;e2;:::;eq. For any 0  n  q,
the nth Fitting ideal of E is the ideal of R which is generated by all
(q   n)  (q   n) subdeterminants of all such M. We prove that the
nth Fitting ideal of E is not dependent on the particular sequence of
generators that is used to compute it. In other words, the nth Fitting
ideal is an invariant of the module E. So Fitting ideals are also called
Fitting invariants. When E has a nite presentation, or equivalently is
nitely presented, we have another approach to compute these Fitting
ideals.
1 Preliminaries
Denition 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. A multiplicatively
closed subset of R is a subset S of R such that 1 2 S and S is closed under
multiplication. In other words, S is a subsemigroup of the multiplicative
semigroup of R. We dene a relation  on R  S as follows:
(a;s)  (b;t) , u(ta   sb) = 0 for some u 2 S:
Then we have an equivalence relation. Let a=s denote the equivalence class
of (a;s), and let S 1R denote the set of equivalence classes. We put a ring
2structure on S 1R by dening addition and multiplication of these fractions
a=s as follows:
(a=s) + (b=t) = (ta + sb)=st;
(a=s)(b=t) = ab=st:
The commutative ring S 1R with 1 is called the ring of fractions of R with
respect to S. Furthermore, S 1R is a non-trivial ring if and only if 0 = 2 S.
If I is an ideal of R, then we dene
S
 1I = fa=sj a 2 I;s 2 Sg;
which is an ideal of S 1R.
Let A = (aij) be a pq matrix with entries in R and let S a multiplicative
closed subset of R. We dene
S
 1A = (aij=1)
to be a p  q matrix with entries in S 1R.
The construction of S 1R can be carried through with an R-module E
in place of the ring R. We dene a relation  on E  S as follows:
(e;s)  (f;t) , u(te   sf) = 0 for some u 2 S:
As before, this is an equivalence relation. Let e=s denote the equivalence
class of (e;s). Let S 1E denote the set of such fractions and make S 1E
into an S 1R-module with
(e=s) + (f=t) = (te + sf)=st;
(r=t)(e=s) = re=ts:
The following are some properties of modules of fractions. Readers can
nd the proofs in [9].
Proposition 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and S a multiplica-
tively closed subset of R.
1. Let g : E ! M be a homomorphism of R-modules. Then there is a
homomorphism
S
 1g : S
 1E ! S
 1M
of S 1R-modules such that
S
 1g(e=s) = g(e)=s:
32. Let E
g
 ! M
h  ! N be an exact sequence of R-modules. Then
S
 1E
S 1g
 ! S
 1M
S 1h  ! S
 1N
is an exact sequence of S 1R-modules.
3. Let E be an R-module generated by the elements of feigi2I. Then S 1E
is an S 1R-module generated by elements of fei=1gi2I.
4. Let F be a free R-module with a basis feigi2I. Let 0 = 2 S. Then S 1F is
a free S 1R-module with basis fei=1gi2I. In particular, if F is a nite
free R-module, then S 1F is a nite free S 1R-module.
Denition 1.2. Let E be a nitely generated R-module with generators
e1;e2;:::;eq. A sequence (a1;a2;:::;aq) 2 Rq is called a relation between
e1;e2;:::;eq if
a1e1 + a2e2 +  + aqeq = 0:
Clearly the set of all such relations form an R-submodule of Rq, and it is
called the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq.
Denition 1.3. An R-module E is said to be nitely presented if it is pos-
sible to nd a nite system e1;e2;:::;eq of generators such that the module
of relations between these generators is nitely generated.
Theorem 1.2. If E is nitely presented, then whatever nite system of gen-
erators we may choose the corresponding module of relations is also nitely
generated.
Proof. Since E is nitely presented, there is a nite system x1;x2;:::;xm
of generators such that the module of relations between these generators is
nitely generated. Suppose y1;y2;:::;yn is any nite system of generators of
E. Let F be a free R-module of nite rank m and ff1;f2;:::;fmg a basis for
F. Dene an epimorphism  : F ! E so that (fi) = xi for all 1  i  m
and put K = Ker. We now have an exact sequence
0  ! K  ! F

 ! E  ! 0:
Note that if a1;a2;:::;am 2 R then
a1f1 + a2f2 +  + amfm 2 K
,(a1;a2;:::;am) is a relation between x1;x2;:::;xm:
4It follows that K is isomorphic to the module of relations between x1;x2;:::;xm.
In a similar manner we can construct an exact sequence
0  ! K
0  ! F
0 0
 ! E  ! 0;
where F 0 is a nite free module with rank n and K0 is isomorphic to the
module of relations between y1;y2;:::;yn.
By schanuel's lemma, we have K0  F  = K  F 0. Since K is nitely
generated, K0  F  = K  F 0 are also nitely generated. It follows that K0,
which is a direct summand of nitely generated R-module, must be nitely
generated as well. So the module of relations between y1;y2;:::;yn is nitely
generated.
Denition 1.4. A nite presentation of an R-module E is an exact sequence
G  ! F  ! E  ! 0, where F and G are nite free R-modules.
Theorem 1.3. An R-module E is nitely presented if and only if it has a
nite presentation.
Proof. Suppose E is nitely presented. From the proof of Theorem 1.2,
we can dene an epimorphism  : F ! E such that F is a nite free R-
module and Ker, which is isomorphic to the module of relations, is nitely
generated. Since Ker is nitely generated, we can dene an epimorphism
  : G ! Ker with a nite free R-module G, and hence Im  = Ker.
Thus we have an exact sequence
G
 
 ! F

 ! E  ! 0;
where G and F are nite free R-modules.
Conversely, suppose G
 
 ! F

 ! E  ! 0 is an exact sequence with nite
free R-modules F and G. Let ff1;f2;:::;fmg be a basis for F, then E can
be generated by (fi);(f2);:::;(fm). Since G is a nite free R-module,
Ker = Im  is nitely generated. So the module of relations between
(f1);(f2);:::;(fm) is isomorphic to Ker and hence nitely generated.
2 Fitting Ideals
In this section, R is denoted to be a commutative ring with 1.
52.1 Determinantal Ideals
We rst recall that if M = (mij) is a n  n matrix, then the determinant of
M is
det(M) =
X
2Sn
 
sgn()
n Y
k=1
mk(k)
!
; (2.1)
where Sn is the symmetric group of degree n, and
sgn() =
(
+1 if  is an even permutation ;
 1 if  is an odd permutation :
It is possible to expand a determinant along a row or column. For any row i,
det(M) =
n X
j=1
( 1)
i+jmijdet

f Mij

; (2.2)
where f Mijis the (n   1)  (n   1) matrix obtained from M by deleting row i
and column j.
Denition 2.1. Let A = (aij) be a p  q matrix with entries in R. Let
n 2 N. We dene
S
p
n = fS = (s1;s2;:::;sn) 2 N
n j 1  s1 < s2 <  < sn  pg:
If n > p, then Sp
n = ;. If n  p, then Sp
n contains
 p
n

members. Suppose
1  n  min(p;q), S = (s1;s2;:::;sn) 2 Sp
n and T = (t1;t2;:::;tn) 2 Sq
n.
We dene
A
(n)
ST =
   
    
as1t1 as1t2  as1tn
as2t1 as2t2  as2tn
. . .
. . . ... . . .
asnt1 asnt2  asntn
  
     
to be the determinant of the n  n submatrix of A. With S and T ranging
over Sp
n and Sq
n, respectively, we may view A
(n)
ST as the ST-component of a
Sp
nSq
n matrix A(n), which is called the n-th exterior power of A. For n = 0,
we dene A(0) to be the 11 matrix whose single entry is the identity element
of R. We also note that A(1) = A.
6Lemma 2.1. Let A be a p  q matrix and B a q  r matrix. Let 0  n 
min(p;q;r). Then
(AB)
(n) = A
(n)B
(n):
Proof. When n = 0, by denition, (AB)(0) = (1)11 = A(0)B(0). When
1  n  min(p;q;r), let A = (aij)pq, B = (bkl)qr, and C = AB = (cuv)pr.
For any S = (s1;s2;:::;sn) 2 Sp
n and T = (t1;t2;:::;tn) 2 Sr
n,
C
(n)
ST =
 
     

cs1t1 cs1t2  cs1tn
cs2t1 cs2t2  cs2tn
. . .
. . . ... . . .
csnt1 csnt2  csntn
 
     

=
   
     
     
 
q X
1=1
as11b1t1
q X
2=1
as12b2t2 
q X
n=1
as1nbntn
q X
1=1
as21b1t1
q X
2=1
as22b2t2 
q X
n=1
as2nbntn
. . .
. . . ... . . .
q X
1=1
asn1b1t1
q X
2=1
asn2b2t2 
q X
n=1
asnnbntn
   
     
     
 
;
whence
C
(n)
ST =
X
11;2;;nq
b1t1b2t2 bntn
   
    
as11 as12  as1n
as21 as22  as2n
. . .
. . . ... . . .
asn1 asn2  asnn
  
     
: (2.3)
However, the determinants in (2.3) vanishes, unless 1;2;:::;n are dis-
tinct. Moreover, for any K = (k1;k2;:::;kn) 2 Sq
n , if (1;2;:::;n) is a
permutation of fk1;k2;:::;kng, i.e. there is a  in the symmetric group Sn
such that i = k(i) for i = 1;2;:::;n, then

    
  
as11 as12  as1n
as21 as22  as2n
. . .
. . . ... . . .
asn1 asn2  asnn

    
  
= sgn12:::nA
(n)
SK;
7where
sgn12:::n
=
(
+1 if f1;2;:::;ng is an even permutation of fk1;k2;:::;kng;
 1 if f1;2;:::;ng is an odd permutation of fk1;k2;:::;kng:
For this K, the contribution to the sum on the right hand side of (2.3)
from all the permutations of fk1;k2;:::;kng is equal to A
(n)
SKB
(n)
KT. Indeed,
C
(n)
ST =
X
K2S
q
n
 
X
2Sn

bk(1)t1bk(2)t2 bk(n)tnsgn()A
(n)
SK
!
=
X
K2S
q
n
A
(n)
SK
 
X
2Sn
sgn()
n Y
i=1
bk(i)ti
!
=
X
K2S
q
n
A
(n)
SKB
(n)
KT:
and we have
(AB)
(n) = A
(n)B
(n):
Denition 2.2. Let A be a p  q matrix and n  0. We dene the deter-
minantal ideal In(A) of A to be the ideal generated by all entries in A(n), or
equivalently by all n  n subdeterminants of A . Especially we dene
In(A) = 0 for n > min(p;q): (2.4)
By denition,
I0(A) = R;
I1(A) = the ideal generated by all entries in A:
Furthermore, by (2.2), we have
R = I0(A)  I1(A)  I2(A)   : (2.5)
Let B be a q  r matrix, then, by Lemma 2.1, we also have
In(AB)  In(A) \ In(B); (2.6)
which extends to a product of any nite number of matrices.
8Proposition 2.2. Let A = (aij) be a pq matrix with entries in R and S a
multiplicatively closed subset of R. Suppose S 1A = (aij=1) is a pq matrix
with entries in S 1R. If now J 2 Sp
n and K 2 Sq
n, then
 
S
 1A
(n)
JK = A
(n)
JK=1;
and hence
In(S
 1A) = S
 1In(A): (2.7)
Denition 2.3. The p  q matrix A0 is said to be equivalent to the p  q
matrix A if there exists invertible pp matrix U and invertible q q matrix
V such that A0 = UAV . Clearly it is an equivalence relation.
Lemma 2.3. If A and B are equivalent p  q matrices, then
In(A) = In(B) for all n  0:
Proof. Since A and B are equivalent, there exists invertible pp matrix and
q  q matrix V such that A = UBV and B = U 1AV  1. By (2.6), we have
In(A)  In(B) and In(B)  In(A):
Thus In(A) = In(B) for all n  0.
In fact, if R is a PID, then the converse of Lemma 2.3 holds.
Corollary 2.4. Let the matrix A0 be obtained by means of elementary row
or column operations. Then A0 and A are equivalent and hence they have the
same determinantal ideals.
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a p  q matrix, B a q  p matrix, and ABA = A.
Then there exists an idempotent 
 such that I1(A) = R
.
Proof. Let A = (aij) , C = BA = (ckl), and I1(C) be the ideal generated by
all ckl. We rst prove that there exists 
 2 I1(C) such that (1 
)I1(A) = 0.
Since AC = A, we have A(I   C) = 0, where I is the q  q identity matrix.
Hence (ai1;ai2;:::;aiq)(I C) = 0 for i = 1;2;:::;p. For each i = 1;2;:::;p,
let Dij be the matrix obtained by taking the q  q identity matrix and
replacing its jth row by (ai1;ai2;:::;aiq). Then Dij(I   C) has a row of
zeros and therefore det(Dij(I   C)) = 0. Hence
aijdet(I   C) = det(Dij)det(I   C) = det(Dij (I   C)) = 0 for all i;j;
9and det(I  C)I1(A) = 0. Since det(I  C) = 1 
 for a suitable 
 2 I1(C),
we have (1   
)I1(A) = 0.
Moreover, C = BA implies I1(C)  I1(A), so 
 2 I1(A) and therefore
(1   
)
 = 0. Thus 
 is an idempotent and R
  I1(A). For any x 2 I1(A),
we have (1   
)x = 0, so x = 
x and x 2 R
. Thus I1(A) = R
.
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a p  q matrix, B a q  p matrix, and ABA = A.
Then for any n  0, In(A) is generated by an idempotent. Hence if R has
no nontrivial idempotents, then either In(A) = 0 or In(A) = R.
Proof. When n = 0, In(A) = R is generated by 1, which is an idempotent.
For n > min(p;q), In(A) = 0 is generated by 0, which is an idempotent.
For 1  n  min(p;q), we have A(n)B(n)A(n) = A(n) by Lemma 2.1. Since
In(A) is the ideal generated by all entries in A(n) , the desired result therefore
follows from Lemma 2.5.
In fact, if R has no non-trivial idempotents and A is a pq matrix, then
the following two statements are equivalent:
1. There is a p  q matrix B such that ABA = A.
2. For each n  0, In(A) is either zero or the ring R itself.
Readers can nd the proof on page 6 in [9].
Denition 2.4. Let E be a nitely generated R-module. Suppose e1;e2;:::;eq
are elements which generate E. We use e to denote the sequence (e1;e2;:::;eq)
and say that E has the generators e = (e1;e2;:::;eq). Now let n  0 be an
integer. We dene the determinantal ideal of e to be
In(ejE) =
X
A
In(A); (2.8)
where
1. A ,which is called a matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq, stands
for an arbitrary (nite) matrix with q columns each row of which is a
relation between e1;e2;:::;eq, and
2. In(A) denotes the nth determinantal ideal of A.
10Accordingly In(ejE) is the ideal generated by all n  n subdeterminants of
all matrices of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq. Note that, by (2.4) and (2.5),
we have
R = I0(ejE)  I1(ejE)  I2(ejE)   ; (2.9)
and
In(ejE) = 0 if n > q: (2.10)
There may be innitely many matrices A which contribute to the sum in
(2.8). The following will show that how we can reduce the number.
Lemma 2.7. Let E be a nitely presented R-module with the generators
e = (e1;e2;:::;eq). There is a matrix M such that rows of it can generate
the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq, and
In(ejE) =
X
A
In(A) = In(M) for all n  0:
Proof. Since the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq is nitely gen-
erated, we dene M to be the matrix rows of which are the nite many
generators. It is clear that In(M) 
P
A In(A) = In(ejE).
On the other hand, for any matrix A of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq,
each row of A is an R-linear combination of the rows of A. Hence we can nd
a matrix P such that A = PM. By (2.6), we have In(A)  In(M) for all A.
Thus
P
A In(A)  In(M) and therefore In(ejE) =
P
A In(A) = In(M).
Corollary 2.8. Let R be a Noetherian ring and E a nitely generated R-
module with generators e = (e1;e2;:::;eq). Then there is a matrix M rows
of which can generate the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq and
In(ejE) = In(M) for all n  0:
Proof. Since R is a Noetherian ring and Rq is an R-module, we know that Rq
is a Noetherian R-module. Hence the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq,
which is a submodule of Rq, is also nitely generated, and therefore E is a
nitely presented R-module. Thus, by Lemma 2.7, we have the result.
Lemma 2.9. Let E be a nitely generated R-module with the generators
e = (e1;e2;:::;eq). Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R and let
0 = 2 S. Suppose e=1 = (e1=1;e2=1;:::;eq=1). Then
In
 
e=1
 S
 1E

= S
 1In (ejE) for all n  0:
11Proof. We can construct an exact sequence
G
 
 ! F

 ! E  ! 0; (2.11)
where
1. F is a free R-module with a basis ff1;f2;:::;fqg ,
2. for 1  k  n, we have (fk) = ek ,
3. G is a free R-module with a basis fgjgj2J.
Let  (gj) = aj1f1 + aj2f2 +  + ajqfq for suitable ajk 2 R. Since
( (gj)) = aj1e1 + aj2e2 +  + ajqeq = 0;
(aj1;aj2;:::;ajq) belongs to the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq.
Furthermore, for any (c1;c2;:::;cq) belongs to the module of relations be-
tween e1;e2;:::;eq, we have
Pq
i=1 ciei = 0, and hence
Pq
k=1 ckfk 2 Ker =
Im . So there exists g 2 G such that  (g) =
Pq
k=1 ckfk. Suppose g = Pn
j=1 rjgj, then
q X
k=1
ckfk =  (g) =
n X
j=1
rj (gj)
=
n X
j=1
rj
 
q X
k=1
ajkfk
!
=
q X
k=1
 
n X
j=1
rjajk
!
fk:
So ck =
Pn
j=1 rjajk, and hence
(c1;c2;:::;cq) =
n X
j=1
rj(aj1;aj2;:::;ajq):
Therefore, f(aj1;aj2;:::;ajq)gj2J is a family of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq
which generates the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq. Let 
 be the
set of all matrices A having the property that each row of A is one of the
relations (aj1;aj2;:::;ajq). Then, as we see in Lemma 2.7,
In(ejE) =
X
A2

In(A) for all n  0; (2.12)
12and hence
S
 1In (ejE) = S
 1
 
X
A2

In(A)
!
=
X
A2

 
S
 1In(A)

: (2.13)
On the other hand, by proposition 1.1, (2.11) can induce an exact se-
quence
S
 1G
S 1 
 ! S
 1F
S 1
 ! S
 1E  ! 0;
where S 1F and S 1G are free S 1R-module with bases ffk=1g1kg and
fgj=1gj2J, respectively. Also S 1(fk=1) = (fk)=1 = ek=1 and
S
 1 (gj=1) = (aj1=1)(g1=1) + (aj2=1)(g2=1) +  + (ajn=1)(gn=1):
For any matrix A = (aij), if we dene S 1A = (aij=1) with entries in S 1R,
then fS 1AgA2
 is the set of all matrices rows of which belong to the fam-
ily f(aj1=1;aj2=1;:::;ajq=1)gj2J. Accordingly, the argument which yielded
(2.12) can be used again this time to show that
In
 
e=1

S
 1E

=
X
A2

In(S
 1A):
So, by (2.7) and (2.13),
In
 
e=1
 S
 1E

=
X
A2

 
S
 1In(A)

= S
 1In (ejE):
The proof is now complete.
Lemma 2.10. Let E be a nitely generated R-module and let e1;e2;:::;eq
be elements which generate E. Suppose g1;g2;:::;gr are elements of E.
If we denote e = (e1;e2;:::;eq), g = (g1;g2;:::;gr), and eg = (e1;e2;
:::;eq;g1;g2;:::;gr), then:
1. It (eg jE) = R for 0  t  r;
2. Is (ejE) = Is+r (eg jE) for all s  0 .
Proof. For each k with 1  k  r, since gk 2 Re1 + Re2 +  + Req, there
are ck1;ck2;:::;ckq 2 R such that
ck1e1 + ck2e2 +  + ckqeq + gk = 0:
13Now let A = (aij) be a p  q matrix each row of which is a relation between
e1;e2;:::;eq and let
B =
0
B B
B B B B B
@
a11  a1q 0  0
. . . ... . . .
. . . ... . . .
ap1  apq 0  0
c11  c1q 1  0
. . . ... . . .
. . . ... . . .
cr1  crq 0  1
1
C C
C C C C C
A
:
Then the rows of B are relations between (e1;e2;:::;eq;g1;g2;:::;gr). Since
It(B) = R for 0  t  r, this shows that
It (eg jE) = R for all 0  t  r:
By elementary column operations, we can change B to a matrix
B
0 =

A 0
0 Irr

and such operations do not change the determinant ideals by Corollary2.4.
Then we conclude that for all s  0 we have
Is(A) = Is+r(B
0) = Is+r(B)  Is+r (eg jE);
and therefore
Is (ejE)  Is+r (eg jE):
Conversely, let D be a matrix with q + r columns each row of which is a
relation between e1;e2;:::;eq;g1;g2;:::;gr. Let
Q =
0
B B B
@
D
c11  c1q 1  0
. . . ... . . .
. . . ... . . .
cr1  crq 0  1
1
C C C
A
:
By elementary row operations, we can bring Q to the form
Q
0 =
0
B B B
@
A0 0
c11  c1q
. . . ... . . .
cr1  crq
Irr
1
C C C
A
:
14Since the rows of Q are relations between e1;e2;:::;eq;g1;g2;:::;gr, so do the
rows of Q0. It follows that the rows of A0 are relations between e1;e2;:::;eq
and therefore Is(A0)  Is (ejE) for all s  0. But
Is+r(D)  Is+r(Q) = Is+r(Q
0) = Is(A
0)
shows that
Is+r(D)  Is (ejE):
Finally by allowing D to vary, we conclude that
Is+r (eg jE)  Is (ejE)
and with this the proof is complete.
2.2 Fitting Ideals
In this section, we will dene the Fitting ideals of a nitely generated R-
module and show some basic properties of them.
Denition 2.5. Let E be a nitely generated R-module with the generators
e = (e1;e2;:::;eq). Then we dene
Fn (E) =
(
Iq n (ejE) if 0  n  q;
R if n > q;
and call Fn (E) the nth Fitting ideal (after H. Fitting, who investigated their
properties) or the nth Fitting invariant of E.
The Fitting ideal F0 (E) is called the zero-th Fitting ideal or initial Fitting
ideal. In some applications it is the only one which comes up, in which case
it is called the Fitting ideal F(E) of E. It is the ideal generated by all q  q
subdeterminants of all matrices each row of which is a relation between the
q generators of the module E.
In fact, these Fitting ideals are not depend on the particular sequence of
generators e = (e1;e2;:::;eq) that is used to compute them. We write this
to be a theorem.
Theorem 2.11. Let E be a nitely generated R-module with the generators
e = (e1;e2;:::;eq) and g = (g1;g2;:::;gr). Then for each n, the two Fitting
ideals dened by e and g respectively are the same.
15Proof. Let F
(e)
n (E) and F
(g)
n (E) denote the nth Fitting ideals dened by e
and g, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that q  r. Since
e and g both can generate E, we can apply Lemma 2.10. For 0  n  q, by
Lemma 2.10, we have
Iq n (ejE) = Iq n+r (eg jE) = Ir n+q (gejE) = Ir n (g jE);
and hence
F
(e)
n (E) = Iq n (ejE) = Ir n (g jE) = F
(g)
n (E):
For q  n  r, we have
Ir n (g jE) = Ir n+q (eg jE) = R;
and hence
F
(e)
n (E) = R = Ir n (g jE) = F
(g)
n (E):
For q  r < n, by denition we have
F
(e)
n (E) = R = F
(g)
n (E):
Thus we complete the proof.
We now can restate some of our earlier conclusions in terms of Fitting
ideals.
Corollary 2.12. Let E be a nitely generated R-module.
1. We have an increasing sequence
F0 (E)  F1 (E)  F2 (E)  
of ideals. Furthermore, if E can be generated by q elements, then
Fq (E) = R:
2. If E is nitely presented, then Fn (E) is a nitely generated ideal for all
n. Suppose E can be generated by q elements and M is a matrix rows
of which can generate the module of relations between the q generators
of E. Then
Fn (E) =
(
Iq n (M) if 0  n < q;
R if n  q:
163. Suppose S is a mutiplicatively closed subset of R with 0 = 2 S. Then for
every integer n  0 we have
S
 1Fn (E) = F
(S 1R)
n
 
S
 1E

;
where F
(S 1R)
n (S 1E) denotes the nth Fitting ideal of the S 1R-module
S 1E.
Proof. This proposition is directly obtained by (2.9), Lemma 2.7, and Lemma
2.9, respectively.
Example 2.1. Let E be a free R-module of rank q. Then
Fn (E) =
(
0 if 0  n < q;
R if n  q:
This is immediate from the denitions of nth Fitting ideals and the fact that
the only relation of a basis for E is the trivial one.
Lemma 2.13. Let E be a nitely generated R-module. If there exists f :
E  ! E0 which is a surjection of R-modules, then
Fn (E)  Fn (E
0) for all n  0:
Proof. Let E can be generated by e1;e2;:::;eq. Since f is a surjection, E0
can be generated by f(e1);f(e2);:::;f(eq). For any relation (a1;a2;:::;aq)
between e1;e2;:::;eq,
q X
i=1
aif(ei) = f
 
q X
i=1
aiei
!
= f(0) = 0;
so (a1;a2;:::;aq) is also a relation between f(e1);f(e2);:::;f(eq). Therefore,
if 0  n  q,
Fn (E) =
X
A
Iq n (A) 
X
A0
Iq n (A
0) = Fn (E
0);
where A and A0 are matrices of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq and
f(e1);f(e2);:::;f(eq), respectively. If n > q, then
Fn (E) = Fn (E
0) = R:
17It is clear that any two isomorphic nitely generated modules have the
same nth Fitting ideals. We note that if E is an R-submodule of E0 then
we do not necessarily have an inclusion of the two nth Fitting ideals. For
an example where R is a polynomial ring in three variables over a eld, see
Ex.10(g) of chapter VII in [4].
We recall that for any R-module E we denote the annihilator of E in R
to be
AnnR(E) = fa 2 RjaE = 0g
We also recall that if I and I0 are ideals of R, we denote
II
0 =
(
n X
i=1
rir
0
i j for some n 2 N;ri 2 I;r
0
i 2 I
0
)
:
Theorem 2.14. Let E be an R-module which can be generated by q elements.
Then
(AnnR(E))
q  F(E)  AnnR(E):
In particular, if E can be generated by a single element, then
F(E) = AnnR(E):
Proof. Let E = Re1 + Re2 +  + Req and c1;c2;:::;eq 2 AnnR(E). Then
each row of the q  q diagonal matrix
C =
0
B B B
@
c1 0  0
0 c2  0
. . .
. . . ... . . .
0 0  cq
1
C C C
A
is a relation between e1;e2;:::;eq and therefore
c1c2 cq = det(C) 2 Iq (C)  F(E):
This shows that (AnnR(E))
q  F(E).
Now, let A be a q  q matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq. Then
det(A)ei = 0 for i = 1;2;:::;q, as may be seen by multiplying the equation
A
0
B B B
@
e1
e2
. . .
eq
1
C C C
A
= 0
18by the adjugate of A. Thus det(A) 2 AnnR(E). Since F(E) is generated by
elements of the form det(A), it follows that F(E)  AnnR(E).
Corollary 2.15. Let E = R=I for some ideal I of R. Then F(E) = I.
Proof. The module R=I can be generated by a single element 1, which is the
image of 1 in R=I. Consequently, by Theorem 2.14,
F(E) = AnnR(R=I) = I:
Lemma 2.16. Let 0  ! E0 1  ! E
2  ! E00  ! 0 be an exact sequence of
nitely generated R-modules. For integers m;n  0 we have
Fm (E
0)Fn (E
00)  Fm+n (E):
In particular,
F(E
0)F(E
00)  F(E):
Proof. Let e1;e2;:::;ep be elements in E such that their images e00
1;e00
2;:::;e00
p
in E00 generate E00. Let e0
1;e0
2;:::;e0
q generate E0 and 1(e0
i) = ep+i for i =
1;2;:::;q. Then e1;:::;ep;ep+1;:::;ep+q is a system of generators for E.
We rst consider the case that 0  m  q and 0  n  p. Let A be a
matrix with p columns rows of which are relations between e00
1;e00
2;:::;e00
p. If
(a1;a2;:::;ap) is such a relation, then
2
 
p X
i=1
aiei
!
=
p X
i=1
ai2(ei) =
p X
i=1
aie
00
i = 0:
We have
Pp
i=1 aiei 2 Ker2 = Im1, and hence there exists b1;b2;:::;bq 2 R
such that
p X
i=1
aiei +
q X
j=1
bjep+j = 0:
Thus we can nd a matrix B, with q columns and the same number of rows
as A, such that the rows of the matrix
(AjB)
19are relations between e1;:::;ep+q. Let C be a matrix with q columns rows
of which are relations between e0
1;e0
2;:::;e0
q. Then
D =

A B
0 C

is a matrix of relations between e1;:::;ep+q. If d0 is a (q   m)  (q   m)
subdeterminant of C and d00 a (p   n)  (p   n) subdeterminant of A, then
d0d00 is a (p + q   m   n)  (p + q   m   n) subdeterminant of D and hence
d0d00 2 Fm+n (E). Since Fm (E0) is generated by determinants like d0 and
Fn (E00) is generated by determinants like d00, we prove
Fm (E
0)Fn (E
00)  Fm+n (E)
in this case.
If m > q and n > p, then Fm (E0) = Fn (E00) = Fm+n (E) = R and hence
the lemma is trivial in this case.
If 0  m  q and n > p, then Fn (E00) = R = Fp (E00) and therefore
Fm (E
0)Fn (E
00) = Fm (E
0)Fp (E
00)  Fm+p (E)  Fm+n (E):
A similar argument proves the remaining case with m > q and 0  n  p.
Thus we have
Fm (E
0)Fn (E
00)  Fm+n (E):
By taking m = n = 0, we have
F(E
0)F(E
00)  F(E):
Theorem 2.17. Let E0 and E00 be nitely generated R-modules. For any
integer n  0 we heve
Fn (E
0  E
00) =
X
r+s=n
Fr (E
0)Fs (E
00):
In particular,
F(E
0  E
00) = F(E
0)F(E
00):
20Proof. Let e0
1;e0
2;:::;e0
p generate E0 and e00
1;e00
2;:::;e00
q generate E00. Then
e0
1;e0
2;:::;e0
p;e00
1;e00
2;:::;e00
q generate E0  E00. By Lemma 2.16, we know that
X
r+s=n
Fr (E
0)Fs (E
00)  Fn (E
0  E
00);
so we have to prove the converse.
If n  p+q, then we can choose r  p and s  q such that s+r = n. So
we have
Fn (E
0  E
00) = Fr (E
0) = Fs (E
00) = R;
and obtain the opposite inclusion.
Now we assume 0  n < p+q. In what follows, Q will be used to denote
a matrix of the form
Q =

A0 0
0 A00

;
where the rows of A0 are relations between e0
1;e0
2;:::;e0
p and the rows of A00 are
relations between e00
1;e00
2;:::;e00
q. Note that, for any a0
1;a0
2;:::;a0
q;a00
1;a00
2 :::;a00
q 2
R, if
a
0
1e
0
1 +  + a
0
pe
0
p + a
00
1e
00
1 +  + a
00
qe
00
q = 0;
then (a0
1;a0
2;:::;a0
q) is a relations between e0
1;e0
2;:::;e0
p and (a00
1;a00
2 :::;a00
q) a
relations between e00
1;e00
2;:::;e0
q. Hence the rows of matrices such as Q gener-
ate the module of relations between e0
1;e0
2;:::;e0
p;e00
1;e00
2;:::;e00
q and therefore
Fn (E
0  E
00) =
X
Q
Ip+q n (Q):
Let d be a (p + q   n)  (p + q   n) subdeterminant of Q. Then d is the
determinant of the submatrix D of Q which has the form
D =

B0 0
0 B00

;
where B0 is a k0  (p   r) matrix and B00 a k00  (q   s) matrix with some
nonneqtive integers k0;k00;r;s satisfying
k
0 + k
00 = p + q   n and r + s = n:
However, d = 0 unless k0 = p r;k00 = q s, and B0 is a submatrix of A0, B00
a submatrix of A00. In that case,
d = det(B
0)det(B
00)  Fr (E
0)Fs (E
00):
21Since Fn (E0  E00) is generated by elements such as d,
Fn (E
0  E
00) 
X
r+s=n
Fr (E
0)Fs (E
00):
This proof is complete.
Corollary 2.18. Let
E = R=I1  R=I2    R=It;
where I1;I2;:::;It are ideals of R.Then
F(E) = I1I2 It:
Proof. Since I1;I2; ;It are ideals of R, by Corollary 2.15, we have
F(R=Ik) = Ik for k = 1;2;:::;t:
Thus, by Theorem 2.17,
F(E) = F(R=I1)F(R=I2)F(R=It) = I1I2 :::It:
Lemma 2.19. Let E be a nitely generated R-module and I an ideal of R.
Then
1. Fn (E=IE)  Fn (E) + I  R;
2. F
(R=I)
n (E=IE) is the image of Fn (E) in R=I, where F
(R=I)
n (E=IE) de-
notes the nth Fitting ideal of the R=I-module E=IE.
Proof. In this proof, we use r to denote the image of r in R=I, and use e to
denote the image of e in E=IE. Suppose E can be generated by e1;e2;:::;eq.
(1) We know that E=IE is an R-module given by re = re, for any r 2
R, e 2 E=IE. So E=IE is a nitely generated R-module with generators
e1;e2;:::;eq. Let A be a p  q matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq and
(ai1;ai2;:::;aiq) a row of A. Since
Pq
j=1 aijej = 0, we have
Pq
j=1 aijej 2 IE.
There are suitable di1;di2;:::;diq 2 I such that
q X
j=1
aijej =
q X
j=1
dijej:
22So we have
Pq
j=1(aij   dij)ej = 0 and hence
B =
0
B B B
@
a11   d11 a12   d12  a1q   d1q
a21   d21 a22   d22  a2q   d2q
. . .
. . . ... . . .
ap1   dp1 ap2   dp2  apq   dpq
1
C C C
A
is a p  q matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq. Suppose A0 is an r  r
submatrix of A for some r 2 N, then there are an r  r submatrix B0 of B
and an r  r matrix D0 with entries in I such that
A
0 = B
0 + D
0:
So we have
det(A
0) = det(B
0) + d
0; for some d
0 2 I:
Hence for 0  n  q,
Fn (E=IE) =
X
C1
Iq n (C1) 
X
C2
Iq n (C2) + I = Fn (E) + I  R;
where C1 is a matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq and C2 is a matrix of
relations between e1;e2;:::;eq. For n > q, we have
Fn (E=IE) = R = Fn (E)
and obtain the result.
(2)We have that E=IE is a R=I-module given by re = re, for any r 2
R=I;e 2 E=IE. So E=IE is a nitely generated R=I-module with generators
e1;e2;:::;eq. In this proof, if M = (mij) is a matrix over R, then we dene
M = (mij) with mij being the image of mij in R=I. We rst claim that there
is a correspondence with the matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq and
between e1;e2;:::;eq. Let A = (aij) be a p  q matrix of relations between
e1;e2;:::;eq and (ai1;ai2;:::;aiq) a row of A. We have
Pq
j=1 aijej = 0 and
hence
Pq
j=1 aij ej = 0, where aij is the image of aij in R=I. So A is a matrix
of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq.
Conversely, let C = (cij) be a pq matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq
and (ci1;ci2;:::;ciq) a row of C. We have
Pq
j=1 cij ej = 0 and hence
Pq
j=1 cijej 2
IE. There are suitable di1;di2;:::;diq 2 I such that
q X
j=1
cijej =
q X
j=1
dijej:
23So we have
Pq
j=1(cij   dij)ej = 0 and hence
Q =
0
B
B B
@
c11   d11 c12   d12  c1q   d1q
c21   d21 c22   d22  c2q   d2q
. . .
. . . ... . . .
cp1   dp1 cp2   dp2  cpq   dpq
1
C
C C
A
is a matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq. Moreover, we have
Q =
0
B B B
@
c11   d11 c12   d12  c1q   d1q
c21   d21 c22   d22  c2q   d2q
. . .
. . . ... . . .
cp1   dp1 cp2   dp2  cpq   dpq
1
C C C
A
=
0
B
B B
@
c11 c12  c1q
c21 c22  c2q
. . .
. . . ... . . .
cp1 cp2  cpq
1
C C C
A
= C;
Now, for 0  n  q,
F
(R=I)
n (E=IE) =
X
B
Iq n
 
B

= the image of
X
B
Iq n (B) in R=I
= the image of Fn (E) in R=I;
where B is a matrix of relations between e1;e2;:::;eq.
By 2 of Corollary 2.12, if E is nitely presented, or equivalently E has
a nite presentation, then there is a matrix M such that Fn (E) is the ideal
generated by all (q n)(q n) subdeterminants of M, where q is the number
of generators of E and n < q. But how to nd the matrix M? The proof of
Theorem 1.2 gives us some information. We write this to be a lemma.
Lemma 2.20. Let E be an R-module with a nite presentation
G
h  ! F

 ! E  ! 0;
24where G and F are nite free R-modules with free bases  and 
, respectively.
Let M =
 
[h]



t be the transport of the matrix representation of h in ordered
bases  and 
. If j
j = q, then, for 0  n < q , Fn (E) is the ideal of R
generated by all (q   n)  (q   n) subdeterminants of M.
Proof. Suppose  = fg1;g2;:::;gpg, 
 = ff1;f2;:::;fqg, and M =
 
[h]



t =
(mij). Since  is surjective, (f1);(f2);:::;(fq) generate E. For any rela-
tion (a1;a2;:::;aq) between (f1);(f2);:::;(fq),

 
q X
i=1
aifi
!
=
q X
i=1
ai(fi) = 0;
so
Pq
i=1 aifi 2 Ker = Imh, which is generated by h(g1);h(g2);:::;h(gp).
Since h(gi) =
Pq
j=1 mijfj and ff1;f2;:::;fqg is a basis for F, (a1;a2;:::;aq)
is an R-linear combination of rows of M. Conversely, let (mi1;mi2;:::;miq)
be a row of M, then
q X
j=1
mij(fj) = 
 
q X
j=1
mijfj
!
= (h(gi)) = 0:
Hence the module of relations between (f1);(f2);:::;(fq) can be gener-
ated by rows of M. By 2 of Corollary 2.12, for 0  n < q, we have
Fn (E) = Iq n (M);
which is the ideal of R generated by all (q  n)(q  n) subdeterminants of
M.
In fact, any nth Fitting ideal of E is not depend on the choices of the
nite presentation and the free bases.
Now we can use Lemma 2.20 to prove Lemma 2.19 in another way.
Lemma 2.21. Let E be an R-module with a nite presentation and I an
ideal of R.
1. F
(R=I)
n (E=IE) = the image of Fn (E) in R=I.
2. If I is a nitely generated ideal of R, then
Fn (E=IE)  Fn (E) + I  R:
25Proof. In this proof, we use r to denote the image of r in R=I, and use e to
denote the image of e in E=IE. If A = (aij) is a matrix over R, then we
denote A = (aij) with aij is the image of aij in R=I.
(1) Suppose
R
p h  ! R
q 
 ! E  ! 0
is a nite presentation of E. Then we can construct a nite R=I-presentation
of E=IE as follows:
(R=I)
p h  ! (R=I)
q 
 ! E=IE  ! 0;
where
h(r1;r2;:::;rp) = (s1;s2;:::;sq) if h(r1;r2;:::;rp) = (s1;s2;:::;sq);
(s1;s2;:::;sq) = e if (s1;s2;:::;sq) = e:
Indeed, for d1;d2;:::;dp 2 I, each component of
h(d1;d2;:::;dp)
= d1h(1;0;:::;0) + d2h(0;1;0;:::;0) +  + dph(0;:::;0;1)
is in I, so  is well-dened. For d0
1;d0
2;:::;d0
q 2 I,

 
d
0
1;d
0
2;:::;d
0
q

= d
0
1(1;0;:::;0) + d
0
2(0;1;0;:::;0) +  + d
0
q(0;:::;0;1) 2 IE;
so  is well-dened. It is easy to see that  is surjective. For any (r1;r2;:::;rp) 2
(R=I)
p,
h(r1;r2;:::;rp) = h(r1;r2;:::;rp) = 0
in E=IE, so Imh  Ker. Conversely, for any
 
t1;t2;:::;tq

2 Ker, since
(t1;t2;:::;tq) = 
 
t1;t2;:::;tq

= 0
in E=IE,
(t1;t2;:::;tq) =
k X
i=1
ciei for some ci 2 I;ei 2 E:
26Suppose ei = (vi1;vi2;:::;viq) for some (vi1;vi2;:::;viq) 2 Rq, then
(t1;t2;:::;tq)
=
k X
i=1
ci(vi1;vi2;:::;viq)
= 
 
k X
i=1
civi1;
k X
i=1
civi2;:::;
k X
i=1
civiq
!
:
Hence
(t1;t2;:::;tq)  
 
k X
i=1
civi1;
k X
i=1
civi2;:::;
k X
i=1
civiq
!
2 Ker = Imh:
Therefore,
(t1;t2;:::;tq)  
 
k X
i=1
civi1;
k X
i=1
civi2;:::;
k X
i=1
civiq
!
= h(u1;u2;:::;up)
for some (u1;u2;:::;up) 2 Rp. Since, for j = 1;2;:::;q,
Pk
i=1 civij 2 I,we
have
h(u1;u2;:::;up) =
0
@t1  
k X
i=1
civi1;t2  
k X
i=1
civi2;:::;tq  
k X
i=1
civiq
1
A
=
 
t1;t2;:::;tq

:
Thus Ker  Imh and we really have a nite R=I-representation of E=IE.
Let  = f1;2;:::;pg and 
 = f
1;
2;:::;
qg be standard ordered
bases for Rp and Rq, respectively. Let  =

1;2;:::;p
	
and 
 = f
1;
2;:::;
pg
be standard ordered bases for (R=I)
p and (R=I)
q, respectively. Then we have

h


 = [h]


:
By Lemma 2.20, we know that
F
(R=I)
n (E=IE) = the image of Fn (E) in R=I:
27(2) Suppose
R
p h  ! R
q 
 ! E  ! 0
is a nite presentation of E, and I = c1R + c2R +  + crR  R. Then we
can construct a nite R-presentation of E=IE as follows:
R
p  R
q  R
q    R
q
| {z }
r
h
 ! R
q 
 ! E=IE  ! 0;
where
(s1;s2;:::;sq) = (s1;s2;:::;sq);
h
 = h  h1  h2    hr with
hi : R
q ! R
q given by (r1;r2;:::;rq) 7! (cir1;cir2;:::;cirq);
Indeed, since
h
 (R
p  R
q    R
q)
= (h(R
p) + c1R
q + c2R
q +  + crR
q)
= h(R
p) + c1(R
q) + c2(R
q) +  + cr(R
q)
 IE:
we have Imh  Ker.
Conversely, for any y 2 Ker, (y) = 0 implies (y) 2 IE. So we have
(y) =
k X
i=1
ciei for some ci 2 I;ei 2 E:
Suppose ei = (si1;si2;:::;siq) for some (si1;si2;:::;siq) 2 Rq, then
(y) =
k X
i=1
ci(si1;si2;:::;siq) = 
 
k X
i=1
cisi1;
k X
i=1
cisi2;:::;
k X
i=1
cisiq
!
:
Hence
y  
 
k X
i=1
cisi1;
k X
i=1
cisi2;:::;
k X
i=1
cisiq
!
2 Ker = Imh:
28Therefore
y  
 
k X
i=1
cisi1;
k X
i=1
cisi2;:::;
k X
i=1
cisiq
!
= h(x) for some x 2 R
p:
Since
y = h(x) +
 
k X
i=1
cisi1;
k X
i=1
cisi2;:::;
k X
i=1
cisiq
!
= h(x) +
q X
i=1
ci(si1;si2;:::;siq);
we have y 2 Imh. Thus Ker  Imh.
Suppose ;
; are the standard ordered bases for Rp;Rq;(Rp  Rq    Rq),
respectively. Then
([h
]


)
t =
0
B B B
B B B B B
B B B B
@
 
[h]



t
c1
...
c1
. . .
cr
...
cr
1
C C C
C C C C C
C C C C
A
Thus any (q n)(q n) subdeterminants of ([h]


)
t is either a (q n)(q n)
subdeterminants of
 
[h]



t , or a multiple of one of the ci's.
3 Some Examples
Example 3.1. Let G be a nitely generated abelian group. We know
that either G is free abelian or there is a unique list of positive integers
m1;m2;:::;mt such that m1 > 1;m1jm2j:::jmt and
G  = Zm1  Zm2    Zmt  F
with F free abelian.
29If G is nite, then we can nd generators g = (g1;g2;:::;gt) such that
rows of the matrix
M =
0
B B
B
@
m1 0  0
0 m2  0
. . .
. . . ... . . .
0 0  mt
1
C C
C
A
generate the module of relations between g1;g2;:::;gt. Hence, for 0  n < t,
Fn (E) = It n (M) =
t n Y
i=1
miZ:
Especially,
F(G) = jGjZ;
which also can obtained from Corollary 2.18.
If G is not nite, F(G) = 0.
Example 3.2. Let A be an nn matrix with entries in a eld F, and E the
F[x]-module obtained from F n with x acting as A. By this we mean that
the module structure of E is given by
f (x)e = f (A)e for any f(x) 2 F[x];e 2 E:
Let  = fe1;e2;:::;eng be the standard ordered F[x]-basis of (F[x])
n, and

 = (e1;e2;:::;en) the standard ordered F-basis of E. The action of x on 

is given by the products Ae1;Ae2;:::;Aen, which on expansion read
xe1 = Ae1 = a11e1 + a21e2 + an1en;
xe2 = Ae2 = a12e1 + a22e2 + an2en;
. . .
xen = Aen = a1ne1 + a2ne2 + annen;
from which we see that the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;en can be
generated by
1 = (x   a11)e1      aj1ej      an1en;
. . .
j =  a1je1    + (x   ajj)ej      anjen;
. . .
n =  a1ne1      ajnej    + (x   ann)en:
30Indeed, it is clear that, for each i, i is a relation between e1;e2;:::;en.
And for any relation  = (f1;f2;:::;fn) between e1;e2;:::;en, we will claim
that  is an F[x]-linear combination of 1;2;:::;n.
Suppose deg(fm)  deg(fi) for all i. If fm = (x amm)qm1+rm1 for some
rm1 2 F;qm1 2 F[x] with deg(qm1) = deg(fm)   1 or qm1 = 0. We dene
fi1 =
(
fm   qm1(x   amm) = rm1 if i = m;
fi   qm1aim if i 6= m:
So we have
(f1;f2;:::;fn)   qm1m = (f11;f21;:::;fn1);
and
deg(fi1)  maxfdeg(fi);deg(qm1)g for all i:
Continue this process, we can nd qi 2 F[x];ri 2 F such that
(f1;f2;:::;fn) =
n X
i=1
qii + (r1;r2;:::;rn):
Since (f1;f2;:::;fn) and
Pn
i=1 qii are in the module of relations between
e1;e2;:::;en, so is (r1;r2;:::;rn). However,
Pn
i=1 riei =
Pn
i=1 riei = 0 im-
plies r1 = r2 =  = rn = 0. Thus (f1;f2;:::;fn) is an F[x]-linear combina-
tion of 1;2;:::;n, and the module of relations between e1;e2;:::;en can
be generated by 1;2;:::;n. So the Fitting ideal of E is the ideal of F[x]
generated by the characteristic polynomial of A.
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